
 
Portland Bike Share is scheduled to launch a 75 station, 750 bike system in spring 
2014. Alta Bicycle Share (ABS) was selected through a competitive RFP process to 
fundraise, launch and operate the system. ABS identified in their RFP response a $5.5 
million deficit to acquire, launch and operate the system over the 5 year project period. 
This deficit represents the sum of the total capital cost ($4.6M) and 5 year operating 
cost ($10M) minus system revenue from user fees ($7.4M) and $1.8M in federal funds 
the City has earmarked toward the project’s capital costs. Similar to many US bike 
share cities, private sponsorships were assumed to cover the $5.5M deficit. At Council, 
ABS testified that raising $5.5M in private sponsorships was a very ambitious goal. 
 
The contract approved by City Council in December 2012 placed the entire onus on 
ABS to fundraise and otherwise cover the $5.5M deficit. ABS, with PBOT participation, 
has been actively seeking private sponsors to cover the deficit, and ideally, expand the 
system beyond its initial 75 stations and 750 bikes. ABS and PBOT are engaged in 
active discussions with a potential title sponsor. In addition, PBOT has secured 
$108,000 in grants. Together, this could cover up to 75% of the total funding gap. (The 
prospective title sponsor’s potential maximum donation is based on a 75 station system, 
so a smaller system would likely translate to a smaller financial contribution). 
 
While the capital costs must be paid up front, ABS believes that private sponsors will 
likely pay their sponsorship commitment incrementally over the course of the five year 
of the project. Without private sponsorship monies, ABS projects a capital $2.7M deficit. 
As a six month lead time is required from placing an order to the system launch date, 
PBOT must decide the size of the size by late summer or early autumn.  
 
The prevailing opinion among most North American operators, consultants and local 
government staff is that scale is critical to the success of a bike share system.  A 
system of approximately 50 stations and 500 bikes is generally considered a minimum 
size to generate significant trips. With initial systems of a similar size, both Denver and 
Minneapolis recorded 100,000 trips in their first year. In addition, while land use also 
plays an important role, larger systems tend to generate an exponentially larger number 
of trips. Boston (600 bikes) logged over 240,000 trips in its first four months and 
Washington DC/Arlington (1000 bikes at onset) users logged 1 million trips in first year – 
ten times that of Denver with roughly twice as many bikes. Given their larger footprint, 
private sponsors are also more attracted to larger systems.  
 
Our prospective title sponsor is interested in assisting in helping to recruit other 
sponsors and the offices of the Mayor and Commissioner Novick continue to participate 
in sponsor recruitment. Though no outcome is certain, there seem to be three likely 
scenarios: 
 
A) A sponsorship group, composed of a title and small group of supporting 

sponsors, covers the entire five year funding gap; or 
 



B) A sponsor or group of sponsor cover(s) about 75% of, but less than the entire 
amount of the five year gap; or 

 
C) A sponsor or group of sponsors make a smaller contribution that leads to a 

significant funding gap for a 75 station system. 
 
To reiterate, given that sponsors are likely to contribute incrementally over several 
years, even in Scenario A PBOT would likely need to provide a portion of the up front 
capital costs. If PBOT chose to do so, repayment methods could include direct payment 
by sponsors, capture of system revenues, and/or profit sharing. 
 
Staff foresees the follow decision points for each scenario.  
  
Scenario A Decision Points: 

• Announcement of sponsorship team 
• Launch date 
• Provide short term coverage of up-front capital and near-term operation costs OR 

to calibrate initial system size to cash-in-hand. 
 
Scenario B and C Decision Points 

• Announcement of sponsorship team 
• Launch date 
• Calibrate system size to a) cash at hand at system launch; b) sponsor 

commitment over five year period; c) cash at hand at launch plus percentage of 
anticipated station sponsors over one – five year project period; or d) some 
variation of the aforementioned. 

 
 


